
EAGLE LAKE, N.Y. SURVEY, JUNE 2001 

ThE! following i6 a summary of a portion of the data found 
in the 39 returned questionnaires from a survey of Eagle Lake 
property owners and Ut3ers, initiated in the summer of 2001. The 
data is derived from Items 1 thru 11 and 19 thru 22, and was 
tabulated by Forrt:-:st Lisle, who, also, has pn::~pared thi:;:; sU1IDnary 
in the spring of 2002. 

I t(:?1ll::3 1 thru 3_: Who are WE!? How far do we come to get to the 
lake? How long have we been coming? 

85% of those responding (33 persons) are seasonal 
residents. The other 15% (6 persons) are year-round residents. 
Five individuals think of themsE!lvee; as a sportsman, or 
sportswoman. 92% have lake--frontage property. 77% (30 residentc3) 
travel 300 miles or les:3 to get to the Lake. Indeed, right at 
one ha 1 f come from no further than 120 mi l(':)s (say 2 hours 
dri ving time or less). 77% ,(30) haVE; been on the Lake for 10 
yean;:; Dr more. More than half (22) have been users of the Lake; 
for 30 years or more. 

Li:C:!!!LlL: How do we use our time at thE! lake? What activitieE; do 
we participate in? And to what extent? Only one activity, 
tlRelaxing and Aesthetic enjoyment" attract6 "high" participation 
by a majority (77%) of persons (:30), but when you combine "High" 
and "ModeratE!" frequency together. you also find 82% (33) list 
swimming. All but 2 responders engage in some form of 
non-powerboating (canoeing. sailing, etc.), with almost 2/3 (64% 
at a high or moderate frequency. Power Boating (including watE~r 
skiing) also is participated in broadly, with only 3 saying 
never, and. 56% high to modera-te. Jet Skiing, on -the other hand 
shows only one participant. FiE;hing is engaged in by 3/4 of 
responders, but only 41% at a high to moderate frequency. Only 
1/4 ever hun-t whi le at the Lake. 60% picnic some, but only a 
l:Lttle over 1/4 at a high -to mOdE)rate frequency. Almost everyone 
hikes some, with 64% high to moderate. Lese; than 1/4 ever ice 
fish, wi th only 3 responders saying high to mod',=,rate; 
snowmobiling has simi1ary low participation, but, after all, 
most of us are seasonal re~'3idents, and that season is apparent 1y 
not primarily winter. Other activities mentioned by responders 
were: W.ildlife observation (by 3), bicycling and walking (by 
one), crosscountry skiing and ice skating (by 2), and landscape 
gardening (by 1). (Note: data em individual :f ish specit-::s was not 
tabulated yet. ) 

l::tem 5_~ __ These act i vi t les when rated for enj oyment show 77% 
COl1sidf:~r Eagle Lake to provide "Excellent Aesthetic Appeal." All 
the rest (except 2) say it's at least "good" ln that regard. A 
Ilttlemorethan half say it is "excellent" for-s-w-imming, and 
some 8~S% of the total say swi.mming is "good", or "excellent." 
Conoetng 1.S rated almost as highly, with nf~arly 60% saying it; s 
"excellent", though fewer list it at the "good" level. Only a 
little over 1/4 indicate t,hat they sail, but most of those ra.te 
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their enjoyment at the "good" or "excellent" level. POV-iET 

boati,ng on the Lake produces a good to excellent experience for 
a bit'more than half of the participants, and a little over 1/3 
find that water skiing is good to excellent, but almost as many 
say it's only average or poorer, Ice fisrling, for those who do 
it, is generally "good". Scuba diving and snorkeling though only 
participated in by about 1/4 of repsonders, of those, 6 thought 
it was "good" to "f=LKc(~lll~nt". Under additional thoughts 
about enjoyment, ~;ome mentioned the spreading milfoil, jet ski 
use, and traffic noise. But one person, on a positive note, 
commented about Eagle lake as "A throwback to a different era", 
having f~scaped :30me of the pressures and problems of many other 
lakes, 

Ltl~!~L~i!... This section of the survey asked that we rate t.he 
quaU.ty of various aspects of Eagle Lake and state whether or 
not that aspect is important to us. It would appear that every 
Listed aspect has a sizeable constituency of concern, but in the 
case of thE, "Boat Launch" only 13 said that it was important to 
them while 17 said that it was not. Somewhat similar, the 
"Beach" is important to 12., but not to 11, "f ishing" is 
important to 21, but not to 7. "Conv(2nience to stores, 
restaurants, ent€~rtainmE~nt, et,c." has 16 considering it 
important, and 14 not as important. Of the remaining it.3ElUf::::3 
"Lake water", .. Amount of weeds" in water, "Quiet/Peacefulness" 
of Lake, and "Scenic surroundings" were unani.mously thought to 
be :important, and almost so werE'" "Presence of waterfowl", and 
"Presence of wildllil",," 

A little over half of the responders (19) found the lake 
water quality to be excellent, with almost everyone else 
declaring it good. Even more are satisfied with the Lake for its 
SCf'!n ic surroundings where 24 found thi~3 aspect exee llent, and 
the rest (14) said good. Other aspects of the Lake were less 
dramatically applauded. Fishing was judged e::;·{Cellent only by 4, 
while 11 said it was good, another 10 said it is merely average, 
and 4 found fishing only fair. Most rated the boat launch as 
only fair or average, 9 and 12 respectively. The beach had 6 
saying fair, 12 average, and 9 good. Both beach and boat launch 
had a half dozen who didn't know its quality. It was no surprise 
that a 54% majority (21) of responders find the Lake poor with 
regard to the amount of weeds, with another 23% (9) declaring it 
only fair, and 18% (7) saying it is average. How quiet and 
peaceful is the Lake? 22% (8) say it is only average, 41% (15) 
say good, and another 27% (10) say excellent, with the other 4 
persons saying only fair or poor. Presence of waterfowl and 
presence of wild life were judged quite similarly. About 15% to 
20% said fair, 1/4 said average, 1/3 said good, and another 20% 
said excellent for each of these aspects. Convenience to stores, 
restaurants, etc. were only a little less scattered across the 
r,;pl;;ctrum with about the only di,ffererlce being a few lllort-;; placing 
convenience in the average category.) 

LtellLL.: This item asks about ob:::3erved changes in wat.er qUi:il i ty 
OVf:Jr time. A small majority, 53% (17), have observed no change 
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in the last 5 years, with 41% (13) believing it has 
deteriorated, and the rest, a couple of people, finding it 
actually has improved. For the last 6 to 10 years observations 
were only a little different with 52% (16) saying no change, and 
4B% (15) saying deteriorated. For the last 11 to 20 years,though 
fewer r~2sponders w(~re on the La.ke for -that period, the results 
fE; 11 out the same, 52% <1:;;) say! ng no change and 4-B% (11) 

declaring deterioration. 

l.1e m---1i: Who do we think should pay for the cost of preserving or 
restoring the water quality of the Lake? 60% say State 
government primarily. Though only '7 responders (lB%) should "pay 
all" of it, -that if:;; still the favorite ,30UrCt~ to a-t least "pay 
most;! of it, because anothE:r 42~(, come down :in that category. 
Only :3714 (14) say the State c,hould "pay some". Not surprislngly, 
i:he other 1 isted pos~;:;i ble (';';ources, local government, Lake 
Association members, visitors to the Lake";, Lake shore property 
owners, and everyone in the watershed were not nearly as popUlar 
as the primary source of funds. Howevr:::r, a strong majority for 
each of these categories, ranging from 75% to BB% thought that 
each slwuld "pay 6ome" . Most cLf the remaining responders, 10% to 
23% say these sourceE; Eihould "pay nonE;" . 

.Lt.?~ __ 9._L How much do WE~ think thE'! watE'r qual i ty in Eagle Lake 
affects the value of the property? Two thirds say "A great 
deal", and another 28% say" A moderatEl amount". leaving only 5% 
together (1 person ea(::h) ;:::;aying "Ncme", or "Somewhat". 

Item ._..1..QL The goal of this item was to identify the perceived 
problems at Eagle Lake and to dic;tinguish the degree of 
seriousness these problems are believed to be, whether "minor", 
"moderate". or "serious", alclfJ_g with thr.Jf3e fel t to be "no 
proble~'. and those not understood or known adequate to judge. 
The only probl(~~m judged at the levt:~l of "serious" by a majority 
of respondents, '71% (2'7 responders) was "Invasive rooted aquatic 
planb3 (roili'oil)". Another 18% (rr) listed it as a "moderate 
problem", with only 3 saying "minor", and. 1 that said. it was "no 
problem" . rhE"~ only other problem cons>idE!red "serious" by a 
fair ly large number of responders was "J €:t skis on the lake" 
wi th 38% (14. r~2sponders). SevEln mon.::: thought it was a moderate 
problem; thus 55% consider it moderate to serious. Twelve 
consider it a minor proble:m, leaving only :3 who didn't know, and 
one who said it wa:::3 no problem. Nuisance anlmals (beavers, etc.) 
was the only other' problem that achieved ev(,-"u a bare maj ority, 
wi th moderate and serious combined, reaching 53% (20) i but. more 
than 2/3 of those thought it was only at the level of a moderate 
problem. Poor bottom condition is felt to be at least a minor 
problem with 70% (26) ranking it as a problem, but almost half 
of these (12) said only minor. Invasive terrestrial plants 
(purple loose strifei etc~) was similarly distributed across the 
spectrum of opinion, with only a few less saying it is a 
problem. Slightly over half of the responders (21) said that the 
lake level, either too high or too low, is at least a minor 
problem. Waterfowl represent at least a minor pbroblem to 19 
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responders, but 15 said tt was no problem. Swimmers' itch was 
E,pl i t b(:~twef:!n" no probl€;;m" and a-t least 'a "minor problem", with 
17 in each category. Acid rain, also, was perceived to be at 
least a minor problem by a small majority, 19 responders, but 10 
people said they "didn't know" wi th regard to thj.s issue. That 
relatively large number of people "no·t knowing" also applies to 
other problem categori.es and suggests areas where group 
f~ducation might be usefully focused tn somt:: instances. These are 

algae bloom with 11 not knowing, and fish kill (11), but poor 
fishing (10), public beach too crowded (16), and boat launch 
inconvenient or deficient (10) probably all represent people who 
don't fish or who don't use the beach, or boat launch, hence 
"don't know". Transient Lake users are believed to be at 
least a minor problem by most responders, 30 out of 36, but a 
maj ort ty of thE~E)e (17) say it's only minor. The tssuee; of "too 
many people" and "too many boats" each hav(::~ only a sl ight 
maj ori ty declaring them at leac:3t a minor problem, but almost all 
of thE:~se fall at th€~ minor level. But the issues of "excessive 
boat e;peedH

, "excessive boat ...... motor size;;; and !!l-'et;::!klt~SS boaters" 
pick up a lot more people perceiving thl.::m as probl~.ms (boat 
s;peed especially). Close to 3/4 (72%) of ree;ponders,(l~~le case 
of the boat speed issue, with mure than half of these falling at 
a moderate, ("ven sE:rious, in some instances, problem level. 
"Unrestrict<2d Lak(;~ access for boats" iG, al~::;o set:!n as at least a 
minor problE;m by a strong majority. "Beach too crowded", on the 
other hand, has only 8 people saying it is any kind of problem, 
and "boat. launch" is~mes don't seem to concern quite half of the 
responders. Similarly, the question of "Too much development 
on/around the lake" stayf.::; bedow a majority of concern, which is 
true, also, of "Nativ(C') I'ooted aquatic plants", "algae blooms", 
"cloudy water", "Bad water odor/taste", "Fish kills", and "Poor 
fishing". The issue of lE~a.st concern of all 1s "too few 
corrunercial enterprises"; 84% say it iE; no problem. 

l:t_em JoL;.... (Note: Only 2~8 responders adh€':r£-:d to the instruct ions 
on this item. Those are the ones used in the tabulations shown 
here.) This item focuses more specifically on water quality 
issues, trying to identify what is believed to be the sources of 
greatest threat to the lake water. Of the seven 1ssues listed, 
two came forth most prominently. In fin:;t place, as the greate:3t 
thr(~at, with an averag(~ ranl{ of 2.11 is "Exotic species" 
(Milfoil, zebra mussels, etc.). But close behind with an average 
rank of 2.46 is "Failing Septic Systems". These are followed by 
"Ga:,.,ollne or oi 1 from boats and jet skif3", in third place w1 th a 
score of 3.39, and then "Oil, sand, and salt runoff from roads" 
in a close 4th place at 3.46. (It should be noted that these 
last two 3rd and 4th places flip-flop poedtions or order when 
all responses were attempted to bE; Lncluded in the: calc~ulationsi 
but that means that the tabulator had to make some arbitrary 
j udg"emerl.ts, £'01-- t11cr'(~ wa~:; mor'Q t~harJ. OYle ~.flEiy t16 c·oulcl :r.ia~12 
proceeded. That was the reason he felt the best result came from 
using only the 28 n?spcmcters who adhered to tb.e instruction.) In 
5th place is "Fertilizer", well back at 5.11, trailed by 
"Excf;'!f3siv(2 waterfowl" in 6th place at 5.61, and, believed to be 
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the lea~";t threatening of all, is; "Turbidi ty from boat.s", Ni t.h an 
average rank of 6.21. 

(Note: At this point, the tabulator skipped to Item 19. ) 



Item 12 Do you feel that present DEC and APA land use regulations are 
adequate to protect the water quality of Eagle Lake? 

17 people didn't know about the regulations or were undecided (2 
while 14 thought that they were adequate or more than adequate and 
2 thought they weren't. One answer was between undecided and adequi 

Item 13 Do you feel that enforcement of land use regulations are 
adequate to protect the water quality of Eagle Lake? 

17 peopJe didn't know about the enforcement of the regulations ( 
were undecided (4), while 12 were on the adequate/more adequate sid( 
and 4 on the not/somewhat adequate side. One comment stated, "Not 
fair. APA is not enforcing people w/_$ or from other states". 

Item 14 Do you feel that enforcement of water use regulations are 
adequate to protect the water quality of Eagle Lake? 

Again 17 didn't know about the enforcement of regulations, one 
person asked where a "No-wake" zone was on the lake, and 3 were 
undecided. The other answers were split 9 for not adequate/somewhai 
adequate and 8 for adequate/more adequate. 

Item 15 How much would you contribute per year to keep Eagle Lake in tOl 
condition? 

While 2 people would not contribute any money and 3 felt that 
$1-50 was sufficient, the majority of people felt that $51-100 (14) 
and up $100-500 (9), $501-1000 (2) was possible. One person wanted 
to know what top condition meant, 2 people said it depended on the 
action taken, and 2 people said that as long as the lake was a publj 
lake the state and local governments should contribute. 

Item 16 In what volunteer capacity could you help protect Eagle Lake? 

The majority of respondents (28) were willing to help out in 
some capacity and 11 did not respond to this question. Some people 
commented that their schedule was uncertain, that they were here 
only a little time in the summer, or that they would help when they 
retired. 

The address portion with the respondent's name was missing from 
many forms. Therefore, it is difficult to follow up on all of the 
responses (but the board and administration appreciate the many 
responses and hopethat the individuals who said they would volunteel 
will step forward). 



Item 17 What would be your reaction if the following changes were made to 
the boat launch? 

While several people made written comments that they didn't use 01 

know much about the boat launch and 11 were neutral on the subject, 
17 people favored/strongly favored leaving it as it is and only 5 
opposed doing so. If changes were to be made, however, the majority 
of voters (24) wanted a boat wash installed. Only 6 people were 
opposed to this, the rest were neutral or made no comment. One written 
statement said that while a boat wash was desirable, it was not doable 
without power. 

The only issue without opposition was to maintain the outhouse 
(15 for, 23 neutral or no response). The only issue with 1 favorable 
vote was to pave the parking area. Only 5 wanted to increase the 
parking area, and one person wanted the parking area marked so that 
people don't park their trucks and trailers in the turn around area. 
One person was concerned with the ruts and the problems they caused. 
On the question of paving the launch area, the majority by far opposed 
the move (22 against, 7 for, 10 neutral). Only 5 people favored 
providing picnic tables, while 20 opposed such a move. 

Four issues seemed to be fairly even in opinions: 
1) Grading the launch (14 for, 13 against, 12 neutral,no respor 
2) Monitoring boats (14 for, 9 against, 16 neutral, no r.) 
3) Closing the launch (13 for, 16 against, 10 neutral, no r.) 
4) Charging a boat fee (12 for, 11 against, 16 neutral, no r.) 

One written comment said that monitoring boats was a great idea, 
but impractical. One person wanted to know who would collect the fees 
while another suggested that only non-residents should pay the fee. N( 
one made a written statement about closing the launch, but several 
voiced concern about the expansion of the boat launch. One felt that tl 
launch could be graded, but did not feel that expansion was needed to 
prevent too many boaters from using the lake at one time. Another 
person felt that the current launch was adequate for the number of 
boaters the lake can handle. One person favored actions that precluded 
or delayed admission of zebra mussels to the lake. Another commented 
that making improvements would encourage more boaters and fishermen 
and their accompanying problems (trash, noise, lower water quality,etc 
One respondent feels that we should keep the are~ naturaL. 

Item 18 What would be your reaction if the following changes were made to 
the State beach and campground? 

In response to leaving the beach and campgrounds the way it is, 14 
people were for it,ll neutral, 2 opposed, and 12 no response. On the 
positive side, people favored repairing/replacing the fireplace (15), 
providing a clean-up (21), better monitoring (19), and better signage 
(20). 23 people favored or moderately favored maintaining the out
houses, while 23 opposed removing them. The other issues most concern: 
people were against providing a boat dock (15) and against providing 
more lean-tos (15). Several people commented that they have never seer 
and or used the campgrOund/beach area. 



Item 23 What are your reactions to our Web page? 

Of those who responded to this question, 18 knew the web page 
existed but had not visited it yet, 6 found it useful, and 7 found 
the access good. Many people said that they had no computers or no 
internet access or could not afford it. Others were concerned that 
it would draw unwarranted attention to Eagle Lake ("burgaler's 
catalogue if photos were published" and outweighs benefits to 
property owners). Two comments dealt with publicity (should have 
been publicized in local papers and the survey should have listed th 
web address as part of the survey), while one comment said that the 
web page was most useful if updated frequently. 

Item 24 If or when zebra mussels are detected in Eagle Lake, how should 
we respond? 

Many people (27) wanted a boat cleaning station and many more 
wanted a co-ordinated educational effort for all lake users (31), 
but only 7 believed providing town water services would be a possibl 
response if zebra mussels are detected. In fact, many of the 
comments indicated that while it would be nice to have town water, i 
was impractical or would be a problem to do so. Some people wanted 
more information on zebra mussels; others thought we should be 
actively trying to prevent the introduction of them into the lake, 
both by volunteer activity and by monitoring the lake and all access 
points to the lake, both private and public. 

Item 25 Eagle Lake dues. 

18 people responded that Eagle Lake dues are adequate, one said 
it was not and 23 would support a higher amount and again 1 would no 
Most felt that we get our money's worth from our dues, but 12 people 
felt we should have more services for our money. Not everyone 
replied to this question so it was hard to know how representative 
these answers were. ~ne comments ranged from suggestions on what 
to spend the dues (more fire and emergency $ donated, sonar treat
ment, no plaques or funeral flowers or gift t-shirts), to amazement 
at how much is done with the present amount we give, to paying more 
if there was an identifiable need. 

Item 26 I am a paying member because: 

Most of the answers ranged from loving/caring about the lake to 
staying informed about it to caring about its quality and future. 
Many people felt it was their civic duty and wanted to work with the 
association as an organized effort to maintain the high quality of 
Eagle Lake. 

Item 27 I am not a paying member because: 

Only 2 people who answered this survey were not paying members. 
One was a contributing member(?) and had given the property to th~ . 
daughter and the other stated "I will not be a party to Sonar deC1Sl( 
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Item 28 Is the Annual Meeting date suitable for you? 

21 people responded that the date was good, 7 did not like 
it, and 3 felt that mid-July was a better time. Other people 
responded that they usually had committments then or on weekends. 

Item 29 Is the location of the Annual Meeting suitable? 

21 people liked the meeting place and 2 did not. One 
person said it was good to have an indoor place in case of rain 
and one responded that it needs "sound attenuation". 

Item 30 Any other issues you would care to raise? 
(The following is a list of issues raised by concerned individuals 

and is not in any order of priority). 

1. I would like more consideration for my concerns than the Board ha 
shown to this time. For instance, this survey though purporting 
to be comprehensive ignores completely those who use the lake as 
a source of household water supply and grounds irrigation. It 
ignores the problem of sonar being put into septic systems where 
it won't be degraded by ultra-~iolet light and thus affects 
plants and trees from the ground. 

2. Years of talk about milfoil, with no intent to take action, grows 
tiresome. 

3. No expenses we can't afford--i.e. web page. 

4. Please make it clear what the membership level options are on the 
renewal sOlicitation. As a non-property owner, evidently I over
paid and sent in a proxy not realizing what the options were for 
nonproperty owning members. Past renewal forms and proxies 
have made this clear. 

5. Thank you, thank you, and thank you to all of you who work so 
hard for the benefit of all of us. Our family really appreciates 
everything you do. 

6. I could use more information about questions 12-14 and the cor
rect answers to #11. 

7. No--thanks for the effort this took. 

8. The heavy truck traffic along Rt 74 is problematic because the 
posted speed limit is seldom followed. Our house shakes when a 
fully loaded 18 wheeler goes by at 55 MPH. 

9. Thanks for your efforts. 

10. Heavy truck traffic . 

. 11. Many thanks to all who are involved in ELOPI and all who make 
this lake such a nice place to live. 



Item 30 Con't.-Comments 

12. I would like to see the banning of jet skis due to noise 
and water pollution and safety. 

13. Thank you for all your dedication and hard work. 

14. Please leave Eagle Lake as natural as possible: 
no cable towers 
no loud music 
no killing beavers, etc. 
no macadem parking lot 

The most urgent problem is people want to bring modern day 
technology to the mountains when they come here to get away. 
Leave toys at home. 

15. Serious conservationists and ecologists generally favor bio
logical controls over chemical controls in environmental 
situations. In this case we have evidence that a natural 
infusion of acentria moths is occuring in the lake. Given 
time, there is a good scientific indication, likelihood, 
that they will control the water milfoil infestation on their 
own, if not interfered with ( by such things as introducing 
sonar or other herbicides that would remove their primary 
food source, water milfoil). Environmental conservatives and 
fiscal conservatives should both find the monetary cost free 
solution (moths) vastly preferable to a very expensive and 
uncertain chemical herbicide treatment that will bring 
collateral damage to native aquatic plant species and almost 
certainly still not provide a permanent eradication of the 
milfoil. This should be a "no-brainer". Let Moth-er 
nature have her way. 

16. Traffic noise is n~gative . 
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Lt~~!l_ . .J9...:..... Item 19 focuses on possible changes to the Rt. 74 
causeway and bridge as to whether these changes are favored or 
opposed and to wli.at degree. The strongest, clearest lnaj ori ty 
calne em thE'" non --change choicfO! "Leave it as it is," 62% (21 
responders) "strongly favor" leaving Jt as it is, with 6 more 
moderately favoring no changE~, meaning 79% of the .34 who 
responded to this would like to see it left as it is. On this 
question, .3 were neutral, .3 opposed, and one was strongly 
opposed to leaving it as it lS. PrOViding "additional boat 
clearance" is "strongly opposed" by 5.3% (19) of responders and 
"oppoE;ed" by an additional 5 persons, raising the opposition to 
2/3 of those surveyed. Each of the other choices received 4 
VOtC!t3, mc::aning only 8 people favor rais:;ing the bridge. Providing 
"Better fishing acct:!ss" gainE~d a Ilttle more support, but :3till 
d lnajority oppose this; 58% either oppose (8) or strongly oppose 
(13) with 5 neutral, 8 moderately favoring, and only 2 strongly 
favoring. Providing "Parking" is even more opposed than raising 
the bridge, with 19 responders strongly opposed, and 7 more 
opposed, putting parking opposition at 70%. Three were neutral, 
with 4 favoring, and 4 strondly favoring. Providing a "Bike or 
foot path" is the only change that is favored by a majority of 
responders; 64% (21 responders) either strongly favor (7) or 
moderately favor (14) this change. Another 8 are neutral. Only 4 
people are in opposition, with those 4 all strongly opposed. 

Item 20: .... This item asks responders about their 
regarding continued planning for milfoil control 
herbicide SONAR, now that accentria moths have been 
in the Lake. 

feeltngs 
with th~ 

identified 

should there be 
the lUi lfo1. 1, 
continue, and 

Th.e first choice asks ("Yes or No?"), 
"contlnued planning for SONAR treatment of 
regardless of the moth~5?" 18 responders said yes, 
6 said np, don't continue. 

The second choices was should ELPOI (wait?) for a period of 
time t,C] ,3ee what impact moths w:i.ll con-tinUf2 to have on the 
milfDil; 17 re::spondcrE; said yes, wait, and 10-said no, don't 
wait. 

The third choice was should ELPOI "Research an integrated 
solution combining both moths and SONAR?!! 27 responders said 
yes, and 5 said no. 

The tabulator did not tabulate the choices dealing with the 
question of who should be involved in making this dectsion. 

Item 21: This item asks about a group of issues that are more or 
less related to governmental services. 

Less than 1/4 (9) consider trespass on their property to be 
a probl~"?m while they are at the Lake, but almost half (6) say 
that people have been reported trespassing on their property. 
Thus a strong majority (27) believe a neighborhood watch program 
should be explored. Only 4 people said no to the neighborhood 
watch exploration. Only 2 people thought that the 
adopt-a-highway program was failing to keep Rt. 74 clean. Fire 
protection is believed to be adequate on and around Eagle Lake 
by 3/4 of the responders. Enlergency medical services is judged 
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adequate by an even larger majority, more than 80%. Even though 
5% of responders feel highway signs along Rt. 74 are adequate 
and approprlate, 68% fee 1 that speed E:nfDrci~ment there is not 
adequate. Finally, 87% of responders say that they would support 
an end--of--summer social event. 

Item 22: This ltem asks if the individual feels informed 
adequately on several issuf}s. A very strong majority, 84%, say 
yes with regard to invasive plants, with an even larger 
majority, 90%, saying yes regarding methods for milfoil control. 
Only a few less, 73%, feel adequately informed about exotic 
aquatic lifE! with the smallest majority, 61%, feeling adequately 
informed about invasive insects. 

This concludes the summary of 
tabulated. 
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